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To all whom it may concern: By the connection above described the 
Be it known that I, HERMAN A. CANDRIAN, panel E will be held at a position in the back 

of Chicago, in the county of Cook and State D to be flush there with, the same as if it were 
of Illinois, have invented certain new and use- a solid portion thereof, while the seat is placed 

5 ful Improvements in Barber-Chairs, of which horizontally; but when the seat C is reclined 55 
the following is a full, clear, and exact de- the panel E will project to occupy a more for- . 
scription, reference being had to the accom- ward position, and will thus accommodate it 
panying drawings. self automatically to form a comfortable back 
My invention relates to barbers' chairs; and support for the more straightened-out body of 

Io it consists in certain improvements in the con- the occupant of the chair. 6o 
struction of such chairs, which will be herein- His a lever, which at its center is provided 
after more fully described, and then pointed with a stirrup-like fulcrum, h, pivoted to plate 
out in the claims. f of base A. A pedal, I, is formed on the 

ln the drawings, Figure 1 represents a per- lower end of said lever for operating the same 
I5 spective view of the rear of the chair, with with the foot, and in the forward edge of its 65 

the seat at a horizontal position. Fig. 2 rep. upper end it has two notches, i i", either one 
resents a rear elevation of the chair, and Fig. of which will engage with the tooth-shaped 
3, a longitudinal vertical section, showing the bridge of loop g of the chair-seat in such 
seat and back reclined. manner that notch i will lock the seat in its 

zo Like letters in the several figures of the horizontal position and notch it will lock it in to 
drawings designate like parts. its reclining position. A spring, j, is inter 
A denotes the base or foot portion of the posed between plate f and the lever H, for 

chair, composed and framed, in the usual man- holding the latter in engagement with the 
ner, of two side pieces, which form the feet a, loop g. - 

25 the arched crown-rails a, and the brace-bars As will be seen from the above description, 75 
a’, and which are connected by two cross- my attachments to a chair will make the same 
braces, b aid b'. very convenient for the purposes designed, 
C is the seat, having a back, D, and two and are very simple and substantial in every 

arm - rests, d, and being centrally connected respect. 
3o upon the top of the base by two hinges, c, Having thus described my invention, what 8o 

which will enable it to be swung upon the base I claim as new, and desire to secure by Let- . 
A from a horizontal to a backwardly-inclined ters Patent, is 
position. 1. In a barber-chair, the combination, with 
The back D is formed of the two side stand-seat C, having open back D, and being pivoted 

35 ards, connected at their upper extremities by upon base A, of an auxiliary bolster, E, pivot. 85 
a narrow bolster, which will form a support ally connected to the base by a standard, F, be 
for the shoulders of the occupant of the chair. ing held to the seat C by loop g, the same being 
E is a cushioned panel, which occupies the constructed and arranged substantially as and 

opening in the back of the chair, and which for the purpose set forth. 
4o is horizontally pivoted by a cross-rod, e, at its 2. In combination with the base A and the go 

center in such a manner that it will swing and pivotally-connected seat C, having back D, 
balance thereon and will be self-adjusting to the auxiliary bolster E, standard F, hinge 
any desired angle. The lower end of the stand- plate?, loop g, lever Ed, with pedal Iand notches 
ard F is pivotally connected with a plate, f, i i", and of spring j, all which being con 

45 which is rigidly secured against the brace b of structed and arranged to operate substantially 95 
base A, and at its middle it is passed through as described and shown. 
a loop, g, which is secured to the rear end of EERMAN A. CANDRIAN. 
seat C, to be held to said seat laterally without Witnesses: 
interfering with the rocking or swinging move- EMIL E. FROMMANN, 

5o ment of the same. OLIVER W. MARBEL, 

  

  


